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AIR OPERATIONS OVER MESSINA STRAITS

A brief note on the operations carried out by aircraft of Mediterranean

Air Command to hinder the enemy in using the Messina Straits and in evacuating
his troops and material now in retreat in north-east Sicily,

The effort can best be described by dividing the target into three

areas

1, Commiunications in north-east Sicily:
2, Ports and shipping in the vicinity of the Straits of Messina;

3, Communication targets in the toe of Italy as far north,

roughly, as a line from Paola on the west coast -to Catanzaro

on the east coast.

Operations in the first area ore bein;; carried out chiefly by Mitchells,
Bostons and Baltimores- based in Sicily and operating in' direct support of our

land forces. The two -coastal-roads to Messina - one from Patti in the west

and the other from Riposto in the east - as well as the road skirting the

northern slopes of Etna, have been the chief targets for these forces. Much

confusion and delay has resulted from traffic-blocks caused by attacks on the

many bottle-necks in these roads.

Targets in the second, -area - the Straits of Messina - consist of the

town of Messina and beaches from which the enemy is attempting to cross the

straits by means of barges and other small craft, and the towns of Reggio.di
Calaria and San Giovanni, and landing beaches on the mainland. These attacks

are being kept up day and. night almost incessantly - Wellingtons bombing, by

night and Bostons, Fortresses and;, fighter-bombers attacking' by day. In this

very heavily defended area, is probably one of the greatest, concentrations of

flak ever assembled, on any battlefield.

The third, area - the toe of Italy - is chiefly important for the, railway

and road, which runs right round, the coast and is the route along which all

stores- and equipment to the Axis armies must be brought. This road and railway

crosses many bridges which are very vulnerable targets to our bomber force,

'passage of the vital supplies needed by the Axis forces to continue the struggle

has been and. is being severely impeded, by the repeated attacks of our light,
medium and heavy bombers on these targets, '
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